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JUSTICE BRISTER delivered the opinion of the Court.

A spouse who gives away community property to friends or relatives when divorce is

imminent has defrauded the community estate.  In such cases, a trial court can order the spouse to

return the property or take the fraud into account in making a just-and-right division. 

But in this case the trial court did neither.  After finding a husband sold community property

to third parties without his wife’s consent, the trial court ordered the buyers to return the property

to the wife but allowed the husband to keep the money they paid for it, and added a judgment against

the buyers and their lawyer for more than $1.75 million.  Thus, because one spouse defrauded the

other, both are better off and the community estate vastly increased.  We hold the courts below erred

in allowing one spouse to recover damages without first recovering the community property from

the spouse who took it.
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I. Background

While visiting her relatives in Korea in 1996, Chong Hui Hong (“Hong”) met and then

married Gyu Chul Kim (“Gyu”).  She then returned to Texas, Gyu soon followed, and in 1997 they

bought a donut shop in Mansfield, Texas.  Marital problems arose the next year, and Hong filed

criminal assault charges against Gyu and withdrew an application for his green card.  At about the

same time, they both signed a contract to sell the donut shop for $180,000 to another couple, Myong

Nam Kim and Kyon S. Kim (“the Kims”). 

When the contract’s closing date came and went with no action, the Kims stopped payment

on their $20,000 downpayment check.  Hong and Gyu then sent a letter (drafted by Hong but signed

only by Gyu as “Seller”) demanding payment of the $20,000 and threatening criminal charges.  In

response, the Kims retained attorney William Chu, who demanded performance of the sales contract

within four days and threatened civil litigation.  

A few days later, Gyu appeared alone at Chu’s office and agreed to close the sale.  In the bill

of sale (which Chu drafted), Gyu represented he was the “lawful owner in every respect” of the shop

and had full authority to sell it.  The Kims paid him $180,000: $90,000 in cash and checks,

$46,668.29 by promissory note, and the rest by assuming a note Gyu and Hong still owed on their

purchase of the shop.  The Kims subsequently paid off both notes.  

Sometime after the closing, Gyu wired the money he received from the sale to his parents in

Korea.  He then filed for divorce from Hong.  Hong responded with a counterclaim for defrauding

the community of the proceeds from the shop sale, and added a suit against the Kims and their
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attorney Chu for conversion and conspiracy.  When his criminal assault case came to trial, Gyu was

convicted and deported from the United States. 

The divorce and fraud cases were tried five years later.  Chu represented both himself and

the Kims; Gyu appeared only by attorney and his deposition.  A jury answered all questions

favorable to Hong.  In its final judgment, the trial court granted a divorce, declared the shop sale void

and ordered the Kims to turn the premises and equipment over to Hong, allowed Hong and Gyu to

each keep the marital property currently in their possession, and assessed no damages against Gyu

other than attorney’s fees of $65,000.  The trial court assessed the same attorney’s fees jointly against

the other defendants, along with $247,000 for lost profits and interest, and punitive damages against

the Kims for $20,000 and against their attorney Chu for $1,500,000.  The Kims filed for bankruptcy,

so only Chu appealed.  In a divided opinion, the court of appeals affirmed.1

II. The Conversion Claim

The only direct liability finding against Chu was that he converted Hong’s property.  Because

Chu received nothing but a legal fee that was paid by his own clients, there is no evidence to support

this finding.

Hong concedes Chu got nothing but a legal fee, and does not dispute it was paid by his clients

the Kims, which of course is precisely what one would expect.  None of that money could have come

from Gyu or Hong; as they were selling the shop rather than buying it, the flow of money was the

other way around.  Even if Chu’s fee was paid solely from profits later earned from the shop (though
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there was no evidence to that effect), money can be converted only if it is specifically identified and

held in trust.   As Hong parted with no cash in any transaction here, there is simply no evidence that2

Chu converted anything that belonged to her.  Thus, the conversion finding cannot support the

judgment against Chu.

III. The Conspiracy Claim

Jurors found Chu and the other defendants were part of a conspiracy.  Conspiracy is a

derivative tort requiring an unlawful means or purpose, which may include an underlying tort.   Chu3

did not object when the conspiracy question was submitted without conditioning it on any other tort

finding.   Thus, it can support the judgment if there was some evidence of a conspiracy to commit4

any of the three other torts in the charge: fraudulent transfer, conversion, or breach of fiduciary duty.

While the jury found Hong’s husband Gyu committed each of these torts, no judgment was

entered against him on that basis for a very straightforward reason: such torts do not exist.  Ten years

ago in Schlueter v. Schlueter, we reaffirmed that under the community-property law of Texas, “there

is no independent tort cause of action for wrongful disposition by a spouse of community assets.”5
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That is due to “the essential character of the wrong: a deprivation of community assets as opposed

to a tort committed against a person or his or her separate property.”   6

As we noted in Schlueter, personal injury claims are the separate property of each spouse,

and thus can be asserted between spouses as independent torts.   But waste, fraudulent transfer, or7

other damage to community property are claims belonging to the community itself, so they must be

included in the trial court’s just-and-right division of community property upon divorce.   Allowing8

independent torts between spouses for community damage would thus require fault to be determined

twice — once in the tort action, and again in the property division.  To avoid that, the just-and-right

division is the “sole method” for adjudicating such claims, and “no independent cause of action

exists in Texas . . . when the wrongful act defrauded the community estate.”  9

In this case, Hong proved her former husband sent the proceeds of community property to

his parents.  While the trial court could take this into account in making a just-and-right division,

Schlueter makes quite clear it could not be pleaded as an independent cause of action, at least against

Gyu.10
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Hong notes correctly that in Schlueter we did not decide whether torts against the community

estate could be alleged against a third-party.   As a general matter, they clearly can; if a third party11

steals community property, surely either spouse or both can seek recovery in tort for it.   12

But the question presented here is a narrower one: whether a third party can be held liable

in tort when community property is taken by one of the spouses.  We answered that question in the

negative in Cohrs v. Scott.   There, a divorcing wife settled all her property claims against her13

husband, and then sought damages against a third party for helping her husband transfer two cars to

a mistress.  This Court held that “the fraud having been initiated and carried out mainly by the

husband, [the wife] must look primarily to him and his property to right the wrong.”14

For several reasons, we believe that remains the proper rule.  If one spouse retains the fruits

from defrauding the community estate, it is hard to see how the estate as a whole has been damaged,

not to mention why someone else should pay for it.  While Gyu and the funds are in Korea, there was

no evidence Hong could not recover them from him there; indeed, there was no evidence she even

tried.  The judgment here did not order Gyu to return those funds; instead, Hong ended up with the

shop and Gyu ended up with the funds the Kims paid for it.  We do not think one spouse should be

able to double the community estate by defrauding the other.
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Further, if a spouse cannot be liable for tort and punitive damages in a case like this,  it is15

unclear under what theory co-conspirators can.  Hong argues that Gyu’s fraud against the community

estate was still an unlawful act, even though it could only be addressed in the just-and-right property

division.  But co-conspirators are each responsible for the damage the conspiracy caused;  if Gyu’s16

liability is limited to returning the property or adjusting the community division, the liability of co-

conspirators should be as well.  Moreover, if one spouse can enlarge the community estate by suing

the other’s relatives, many acrimonious divorce cases will undoubtedly become more so.  That may

be necessary when relatives have community property in their hands; but when they do not, little is

gained by adding third parties if the property can be restored through orders between the former

spouses.

We are especially reticent to open the door to such claims here against an opposing party’s

attorney.  As an attorney, Chu had a fiduciary duty to further the best interests of his clients, the

buyers;  imposing a second duty to the sellers would inevitably conflict with the first.   An attorney17 18

who personally steals goods or tells lies on a client’s behalf may be liable for conversion or fraud
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in some cases.   But there are no such allegations here; the only claim is that Chu should have19

refused to draw up the bill of sale (although his client asked him to) because he knew one spouse was

selling the shop without the other spouse’s consent — even though neither spouse was his client.

We need not approve of Chu’s ethics to hold that Schlueter requires Hong to seek restitution from

her own husband before seeking it from someone else’s lawyer.

We disagree with Hong that Schlueter must yield to the provisions of the Uniform Fraudulent

Transfer Act.   Schlueter itself involved an alleged fraudulent transfer, and made no exception for20

that statute.  Moreover, the two are entirely consistent: the Act provides for equitable remedies to

rescind the fraudulent transfer,  or a damage assessment limited to the amount of the property21

transferred;  Schlueter allows precisely the same remedies against a former spouse.   22 23

Finally, even if a conspiracy action existed despite Schlueter, the evidence here would not

support it.  Chu could only be liable for conspiracy if he agreed to the injury to be accomplished;

agreeing to the conduct ultimately resulting in injury is not enough.   Viewing all the evidence in24
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a light favorable to the verdict,  Chu knew that Gyu was selling his wife’s interest without her25

knowledge or consent.  But Gyu told the Kims the money from the sale would be used to pay off a

loan from his parents, and the rest would be shared with Hong; Hong denied there was any such loan,

but there was no evidence Chu or the Kims knew that at the time.  Conspiracy may be proved by

inferences from circumstantial evidence,  but inferring an agreement to the ultimate injury generally26

arises “from joint participation in the transactions and from enjoyment of the fruits of the

transactions.”   As there was no evidence Chu’s fee depended on keeping the proceeds from Hong,27

there is no basis for inferring he intended for her to be cheated.

Because Hong has no tort claim against her former husband under Texas community-property

law, she has no conspiracy claim against Chu for conspiring in such a tort.   The courts below erred28

in concluding otherwise.
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IV. The Aiding-a-Fiduciary-Breach Claim

Finally, the jury found that Chu knowingly participated, aided, or assisted Gyu in breaching

his fiduciary duty to his former wife.  Assuming such a claim exists and is somehow different from

a conspiracy to breach his fiduciary duty, it too is excluded by Schlueter for the reasons noted above.

*      *      *

Accordingly, we reverse the court of appeals’ judgment and render judgment that Hong take

nothing against William Chu.

_____________________________
Scott Brister 
Justice

OPINION DELIVERED: March 28, 2008


